CHAPTER XVH
A PERSONAL CHAPTER
Asquith as a man—Intellect and character—Public estimate of his character at
fault—Hifl refusal to correct nusunderstanding or misjudgment—Idiosyncrasies
of conduct—Tenacity of habit—Physical toughness—Relaxations—Golf and
Bridge—Methods with bores—Absorption in byways and oddities of literatae
—Relations with his family—Its atmosphere and personnel—Finances—Sonw
impressions recalled.	0. A.
the last few chapters have been concerned with my father in his
public life, but before going forward, it may be well to glance at
some of his qualities as a man and to recall the picture of him as he
appeared to his family and his intimates in those years when he was
in the prime of life and the holder of the highest office in the State,
My father's distinction as a man lay in the union of an intellect
and character, each not only extraordinary in texture, but marked
by a certain grandeur of mould and scale. It was his intellect which
first captured the public eye. Mind in its stronger and finer mani-
festations was in him something pervasive : bone of his bone, and
flesh of his flesh. Subtract intellect from some men, and there is
little visible change : from others, and there remains a recognisable
shell of personality. He without intellect, and even without his
special type of intellect, would have been almost a contradiction in
terms, as meaningless as a hunchback without his hunch, or a
sandwich-man without his boards. Until middle life—indeed until
he became Prime Minister in 1908, he was considered by all but his
intimates as the embodiment of passionless reason, hard and dear
as diamond: and it was to deaf ears that Lord Rosebery in tbe
'nineties proclaimed the qualities of his heart more remarkabk
even than those of his head. When he acceded to supreme office,
some incident—his emotion it may be, at CampbeU-Bannerman*s
death or his obituary speech on Alfred Lyttelton—declared him
human, and later episodes confirmed and broadcast
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